Homecoming ‘Spreads the Red’

FOX News
airs live suicide
Mark Podesta
Assistant News Editor

Sophomore Erin Dugan and Earl Dugan ‘73 showing their Sacred Heart pride at the footballgame.

Amanda Bonny
Staff Reporter
On Saturday, Sept. 29, the weather was gloomy and chilly at Sacred Heart University, but that did
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to be Homecoming Weekend as well.
The weekend included the first home football game of the season against Sacred Heart’s rivals, the
Central Connecticut State University Blue Devils, the aiuiual Resident’s Barbecue, and a march from
Roncalli to Campus Field lead by upperclassmen.
The homecoming festivities began on Sept. 28 and concluded on Sept. 30.
To start off the weekend, there was an Alumni University Luncheon that took place in the Linda E.
McMahon commons, which celebrated classes that graduated in the years that end with two and seven.
There were also alumni tours and gatherings, where alumnus got to meet and talk with present
members of Sacred Heart’s many clubs and organizations.
On Friday, Sept. 28, Sacred Heart’s Student Government participated in an event called “Spread
the Red,’’ where they decorated the halls of Sacred Heart with red streamers, balloons, ribbons, and gave
out “spirit bags,” bags filled with a variety of things to get everyone excited for Homecoming game:
Sacred Heart foam fingers, posters, and red sunglasses.
“Student Government, STAT, SAAC, and Heart Attack were ecstatic to see that the class of 2016
jumped right into the spirit with the ‘spirit kits’ we jointly put together and distributed,” said student
body president, Mia James.
The football field was packed with students, family, alumni, and faculty showing their pride by
wearing all red.
The presence of faculty, staff, students and alumni made the afternoon sjjectacular,” said James.
“It felt like a gathering of the SHU community both past and present.”
The alumni had a strong presence at the game and were pleased to see their old football team bring
in a win for them.
“Whether it was the alumni turnout that inspired the players or not, the fact of the matter is that on
the cloudy Saturday afternoon of alumni weekend, it was the undergraduate football players set the tone
for the epic two day celebrations that followed,” said senior Josh Keane.

Nicole Gittleman, a sophomore at Sacred Heart University and Pres
ident of the Class of 2015, turned on FOX News Friday morning as she
got ready for her morning and witnessed something she will never forget:
a suicide on live television.
On Sept. 28, FOX News aired live footage of Joden Romero, who
held someone at gunpoint, stole a car, shot at a police officer, and then
incited a chase that concluded with him committing suicide on live tele
vision.
After realizing what Romero had just done, FOX cut away from the
incident and directly went to a commercial break. After the break, news
anchor, Shepard Smith gave a lengthy apology.
“That didn’t belong on TV,” said Smith in his apology. “We took ev
ery precaution we knew to keep that from being on TV, and I personally
apologize to you that [it] happened.. .I’m sorry.”
According to the Washington Post, the live stream of the broadcast
had a five-second delay on the feed from the network’s helicopter, and
that the inability to cut away from the incident was attributable to “severe
human error.”
“The whole thing was absolutely horrifying to watch,” said Gittle
man. “ I have always known that the news can be generally negative, but
this is something else entirely.”
While many watchers were horrified at what they were watching,
Romero’s sister. Nature, was appalled as she also watched it live.
“That shouldn’t have been the way that any of us had to learn about
said Romero, according to HuffingtonPost.com.
With this accidental airing of a suicide, live television is beginning
to scare watchers.
“Numerous media studies show that reporting on suicide and show
ing the uncensored act can increase suicidal tendencies in vulnerable in
dividuals, and most professional news organizations have policies that
prohibit use of overly graphic or gory images or videos,” said reporter
Stephen C. Webster on RawStroy.com.
Although the events only took place on Friday afternoon, there are
already clips of the broadcast uploaded to websites such as YouTube,
com. Some of the clips censor Romero shooting himself in the head, but
many of the clips do not.
The first five videos of the incident on YouTube.com have already
racked up a total of 488,180 views as of this publication. The damage
of the video is irreparable, and the awareness of the incident is growing
exponentially.
The general public is beginning to speak out on the topic and despite
the amount of profanity, nudity, and content that is censored in the United
States of America, a live feed of a suicide was still aired on television.
“It is just uimerving to think that a suicide was aired live on tele
vision, and television shows can’t even use profanity,” said sophomore
Joseph Wetherell.
With constant live footage like car chases and this incident, net
works need to work harder to avoid “severe human error” so as to not
allow something like this to happen again.

See HOMECOMING on page 2...

Sorority recruitment is a successful for many students
Madeline Murcott
Staff Reporter
On Sunday, Sept. 23,234 girls walked into Hawley Lounge to see if they received a
bid from one of Sacred Heart University’s six sororities. 176 were matched with a soror
ity, inviting them to be a part of their sisterhood.
The following Monday, girls were seen around school wearing their various bid day
shirts for students to see.
Many girls on campus are sharing this elated feelings with their acceptance to one of
the six sororities on campus.
Panhellenic Recruitment weekend ran from Sept. 21 to Sept. 23 and they experi
enced the largest turn out in sorority recruitment history at Sacred Heart.
“This formal recruitment was the largest turn out in Sacred Heart’s history, sorority
membership has more than double in size since fall 2009 when the total sorority member
ship was only 223 and now it’s 472,” said Director of Greek Life, Katie Nichols.
Girls on campus had the opportunity to meet with all six organizations to learn about
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their philanthropies, values, and sisterhood. The girls were then asked to make a choice
of which sororities they would like to see the following day. The next day they would find
out what sororities requested them back the next day.
On the final day, each girl would go back to either one or two sororities and make
their final decision on which sorority they would like to join. On Sunday night, they were
given their bid and excitedly ran to the University Commons to meet their new sisters.
“The weekend was a littie overwhelming at first, but as the days went on it got easier
and easier,” said new member of Kappa Phi, Ani Sarajian. “Then when it was time for
bid night, I was so happy when I opened mine and everyone was having so much fun and
enjoying where they ended up also.”
Current members are looking forward to getting to know their new members and
getting the chance to teach them all about their organizations. Recruitment was also an
exciting time for them as well.
“The girls that accepted our bids seem awesome and they will fit in great with our
sorority,” said member of Theta Phi Alpha, Shannon Epsky. “I hope they love Theta has
much as I do!”

See RECRUITMENT on page 2...
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Homecoming
...CONTINUED from page 1.
The alumni were very lucky to see the Pioneer’s first win.
“To come back to campus and wimess the first win of the 2012
season was something special cUid added a little extra sweetness to the
moment ” said Keane.
The marching band was in full effect, getting fans to stand up and
cheer on their fellow pioneers along with the Sacred Heart University dance
team and cheerleaders.
In the parking lot of the Pitt Center, there were raffles, giveaways, and
activities for kids. Free food was given out and a Sacred Heart bookstore
stand was set up to purchase merchandise.
Homecoming and Alumni weekend offered students an opportunity
to coimect with previous graduates from Sacred Heart and to see the re
action Alumni have in regards to the various changes that Sacred Heart
has gone through since they graduated.
Senior Jackie Bruno said, “It was great to see SHU football get a
win on homecoming this year and to see how many people came out to
show their school pride!”
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Justin Martel waves to the crowd after the Pio
neers first victory.

Top: Students get excited for the Homecoming game.
Bottom: Luke Wischnowski hugs his family after his epic game.
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Sisters of Theta Phi Alpha showings off their letters during recruitment weekend.

Many sororities have “sisterhoods” when all the sisters will meet and do a fun activity
to get to know the new members better. Sisterhoods include: pumpkin picking, movie nights,
potluck dinners, and crafting nights.
“My sisters and I love having sisterhood events together,” said Kappa Delta member Rhea
Catubig. “We’ve gone rock climbing and gone to Bounce U where we literally just acted like
little kids and it was so fun. But regardless of what we do together, we always have a blast
bonding and becoming closer.”
Philanthropy events for the various organizations will be starting soon as well. Sororities
support a large variety of philanthropies, including: pancreatic cancer research, breast cancer
awareness and education, and the prevention of child abuse. New members will be able to work
side by side with current members and learn even more about the causes their philanthropy sup
ports.
The months of preparation leading up to this one weekend is immense for members, but
many might say it was completely worth it.
“Although recruitment is a very busy time for all sororities and there is a lot of preparation
for it, it is one hundred percent worth it. The feeling on bid night when we meet the new girls
and they are so excited to get involved, made it all worth it,” said Junior Amanda Stuart, who is
the recruitment chair for Phi Sigma Sigma.
Many new members seem to be adjusting to their sororities well and members are looking
forward to what they have to offer.
“New members seem to be responding well to their new sisters, and we are eager to se^
what our new member classes and chapters will offer our Sacred Heart community and greel
life as a whole,” said vice president of recruitment, Kelly Taylor.

If you aren’t feeling yourself
or you are concerned about a friend,
stop by for a

DEPRESSION SCREENING
Thursday, October 11
10:30 am -1:30 pm
Old Chapel and Pitt Center
or call the SHU Counseling Center
203-371-7955
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Anti-Hazing week educates students
Caitlin Feeney
Staff Reporter
Every September, Sacred Heart University requires all students involved in Greek
life to attend a meeting about the dangers and consequences of hazing. This takes place
after Recruitment Weekend when sororities and fraternities have chosen new members.
Sacred Heart defines hazing as “any action taken, or situation created, whether on
or off fraternity premises, to produce mental or physical discomfort, embarrassment, ha
rassment, or ridicule.” Examples of this include: forced consumption of food or alcohol,
paddling, blind folded road trips, verbal abuse, and degrading activities.
This past weekend, instead of having only one night dedicated to anti-hazing. Sacred
Heart decided to have a week of events on campus to raise awareness.
To begin the week, on Monday Sept. 24, students in Greek life went to the Edgerton
to listen to speaker, Mitch Crane, tell stories of pledges all over the country who were
hazed and ended up losing their lives.
“Many students and parents have a negative attitude towards Greeks because all you
hear these days is kids getting hurt and dying from joining fraternities and sororities,”
said Crane. “I talked to a mother whose son went to Ohio State University and joined a
fraternity. She said she had raised him for 18 years and they killed him in 3 weeks.”
Her son, Michael, had been forced to drink several bottles of alcohol in under an

hour.
When joining a sorority or fraternity, or even a sports team on a campus, most stu
dents fear the idea of possibly being hazed.
“1 was extremely nervous when I joined Greek life my freshman year because I had
no idea what to expect and I always heard sad stories of kids dying from being hazed,”
said sorority member Katie Albulescu. “I was skeptical about joining, but decided I would
and fortunately, there was never any hazing and my fears subsided.”
At the end of Crane’s presentation, every student participating in a sorority or a fra
ternity was required to sign a form that asserted there would be no form of hazing new
members whatsoever. If any Greek organization fails to adhere to Sacred Heart’s AntiHazing policy, they could lose their chapter.
On Thursday, Sept. 27, a round table discussion was held in the Pitt Center Board
Room, for one active member and one new member from each sorority and fraternity to
attend.
“The discussion revolved around the matter of hazing that is stereotyped amongst
Greek life and athletics,” said fraternity brother Adrien Bocherel. “The round table dis
cussion served to bring light and for a conglomeration of members from all Greek life
organization to create an active solution to the problem.”
The events that occurred during the week helped students understand the dangers of
hazing and eliminated stereotypes that Greek Life is related to.
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Left: Sophomores Colby Kofoed and Anthony Capozzoli pose with guest speacker, Mitch Crane , at the Greek Life Anti-Hazing presentation. Right: Mitch Crane and
Katie Nichols at Anti-Hazing presentation.

Richard Falco’s “Project India” attracts student’s attention ^
Emily Sabia
Staff Reporter
Professor Richard Falco is hosting a 3-credit Photography course, where students
will be visiting the cities of Delhi, Varanasi, Jaipur, and Agra in India, from Dec. 27,2012
to Jan. 11,2013.
The trip, which is titled “Project India: A Living Document,” will give students a
chance to experience the rich culture of India and to have a professional experience creat
ing a documentary.
The students will immerse themselves in India’s culture each day and visit the many
sights that India has to offer. A typical morning will offer a trip to the Taj Mahal or a boat
ride on the Ganges River. Students will use this time to shoot their daily assignment.
“Students are going to work as if they are on assignment for National Geographic,”
said Falco, who is also the President of Vision Project. “So they’re going to be doing
everything exactly the way I would go about doing the documentary.”
In the afternoon, students will head back to the hotel and load all of that day’s images
onto their computer. They will then edit and arrange their photographs on a storyboard to
create a photo essay. Students will also be learning how to properly use Photoshop and
Adobe Bridge.
“What they’re going to leam is how to take pictures and put them together as groups
of pictures to tell a whole story,” said Falco. “The idea of using a sequence, editing pic
tures together so there is flow and continuity.”
Several students have already signed up for Project India, which has an application
deadline of October 5th.
“I would like to further develop my photography skills, as well as leam the process
of making a documentary,” said Whitney Selby, a graduate student in the Master of Arts
in Communication program or MACOMM. “Having Professor Rick Falco as our instruc
tor will be a great opportunity to leam from someone who has traveled the world doing
just that.”
Students will be staying in first class hotels. All of their internal travel expenses are
included in the $3,000 program fee. Not included in the program fee is tuition or airfare

from New York{o Delhi. The airfare is estimated at $2,000,but the price may drop if the
Study Abroad office is able to book the flight early.
“Being able to follow a creative team as they develop a doctimentary is a once in a
lifetime opportunity,” said MACOMM graduate student Katrina Krewson.
If any student would like more information about Project India, they may contact
either Falco or the Study Abroad office.
“It is a very Unique opportimity to have an experience, quite honestly, that you can
not get elsewhere,” said Professor Falco.
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Students will have the opportunity to explore and capture the beauty of India
through this study abroad program.

Perspectives
Have you met ‘Molly?’ He Said/She Said
Samantha Brunetto
Staff Reporter
“How many people in the crowd have seen molly?” said Madonna recently at
Miami’s Ultra Music Festival.
So, what exactly is molly?
MDMA, 3,4-methylenedioxy-N-methylamphetamine, or “molly,” is a pure
form of the drug ecstasy. The nickname “molly’ is a slang term that comes from the
word molecular. MDMA comes in either powder or crystalline (capsule) form and is
known to produce feelings of euphoria and distort your perception.
However, unlike ecstasy, MDMA is completely pure, which means it is not
laced with any other drug.
MDMA became utilized at music festivals and long dance parties known as
“raves.”
The drug is used as a way for people to get together, party, and feel amplified
with house and techno music in the background.
Celebrities and music artists mention MDMA to the public, like Kanye West in
his song “Mercy,” and 2 Chainz in Nicki Minaj’s song “Beez In the Trap.”
Sacred Heart University students worry that all of this media attention will af
fect not only the current generation, but also the future generations to come.
“Many kids look up to people who have songs that incorporate drugs into the
lyrics, I think this only encourages future generations to use drugs recreationally,”
said sophomore Meaghan Abbott.
Many refer to MDMA as a “she,” and this personified drug is becoming more
and more prevalent in today’s generation. By MDMA becoming known'as a pronoun
it makes the drug more approachable.
Results from a Sacred Heart survey report that 79.8 percent of students are not
comfortable with the drug MDMA becoming the norm in our generation.
“I think that it sends an awful message to our generation,” said senior Noelle
Monk. “Teenagers and young adults listen to music and lately it seems that all artists
talk about is drug use.”
Many artists sing and rap about drugs in a positive light - emphasizing the way
it makes people feel.
“They normally don’t sing or rap about the negative affects of drug use,” said
Monk.
This music, in turn, makes some listeners think that it’s okay to take the drugs
mentioned. The artist that produces these songs are living the ‘good life’ and there
fore show drug use in a good light.
The Sacred Heart survey also reported that 57 percent of students are aware of
""the effectsoFMDMA.
For Abbott, the side effects of MDMA are especially serious.
“I do know someone who previously used [MDMA], and it had a serious im
pact on his health,” said Abbott. “He’s been through rehab, and presently has heart
failure that is directly related to his previous drug history.”

iPhone 5 hits SHU
Donald Hinton
Staff Reporter
Now that the wait for the iPhone 5 is over. Sacred Heart University students are
anxiously anticipating getting their hands on one.
“I couldn’t wait to learn about its new functions to con^Kire it to the old one,”
said junior Shelby Vaccaro.
,
Many students at Sacred Heart are excited about Apple’s latest creation. Howev
er, Vaccaro is one of the few Sacred Heart students who stayed ahead of the crowds
by having pre-ordered her phone before it is available in stores.
Some students at Sacred Heart do not share the same excitement as Vaccaro.
“I’m not thrilled,” said senior Gregory Ibe. “I just received an iPhone 4S for my
birthday and it would make no sense to return [a brand new phone].”
Along with Ibe, a large number of students also own an older model of the
iPhone and feel content on keeping their current phone.
Other students feels as though any Apple product is worth all the hype.
“Anything new that comes from Apple is usually really good and worth own
ing,” said senior Kate Boyd.
Vaccaro feels as if the new iPhone 5 would actually be a much needed improve
ment from her old iPhone.
“I think it’s worth it just because my old iPhone 4 is starting to get slower and I
can’t wait for Siri [the artificial intelligence assistant] on my phone,” said Vaccaro.
The main reason most students did not feel buying the iPhone 5 was a simple
one: price. Apple’s iPhone 5 price ranges somewhere between $600-$700.
“It’s not worth it for me personally,” said Ibe. “But it is worth it for those that
have enough money to have the best phone out there.”
The designers at Apple seem to agree that their iPhone 5 is one of the best
phones on the market.
For genuine Apple fans such as Vaccaro, it’s a matter of preference, rather than
reviews.
“For me. I’m a total Apple p)erson and I love Apple even if there was a ‘better
phone’ out there I wouldn’t get it just because it’s better. I like being with Apple.”
said Vaccaro.
* “Apple is the front runner in phone technology,” said Ibe. “Whatever they put
out there is ahead of the competitors.”

How do you get along with your roommates?

I’ve had my fair share of roommates.
I’ve gotten along fine with most, had some
become my best friends, and almost come
to blows with a few of them.
This year, my arrangements are very
different. Or, maybe if you look at it differ
ently, they are the same roommates that I
have always had. This semester, I’m living
at home.
In some ways, it’s like I’ve never left.
Many of the rules and etiquette remain the
same as they would if I were to have a tra
ditional college roommate. Things need to
be cleaned, space needs to be respected,
and order needs to be maintained.
For the most part. I’d say we get along
just fine. I tend to spend most of the time
in my room, and they stay in the parlor
or kitchen. Most of the time I don’t even
notice the difference, because I am rarely
home.
This falls in line with how things
would be if I were to live on campus. I
used to spend so little time in my room that
it never really mattered much who I was
living with, because I rarely saw them any
way. And that’s the way it is now. I come
and go as I please (usually), so the little
day to day differences that we have don’t
really bother me all that much.
stay in my own space, so it’s almost like I
don’t even notice whether or not they are
home. Some things are different.
There isn’t quite the 50/50 split that
most roommates have. Rather, I am del
egated to, and must complete certain tasks
without question. Living at home with
parents through college in this aspect is
similar to living with parents through high
school. I live with my parents but I also
live with two people that grew up in a
completely different generation.
In addition, there are other tasks that
I never had to worry about before. Things
like cleaning out the gutters were always
taken care of by the staff at Sacred Heart Now it’s up to me.
This arrangement does have its ben
efits though.
Unlike Taft where the water was
somehow always ice cold, and Roncalli,
where it was scalding hot, showers at home
are always the perfect temperature.
Parking is also a breeze. There’s no
need to worry about finding a spot, mys
terious dents and dings on my car have
ceased showing up, and I can park wherev
er I please without fear of being harassed
by public safety.
On top of all that, there is always food
in cupboards and if I’m lucky, I have a hot
fresh meal to come home to at the end of
the day.
I feel as though my traditional room
mate situations were quintessential in be
coming an adult. Living at home while fin
ishing up school has forced me to be more
independent.
Through my living situations I’ve
made some of the best fnends of my life.
Having different roommates taught me
that I don’t need to be friends with some
one, or even like them to get along. It also
taught me a lot about cooperation, respect,
and communicating with others.

The Roommate: a wildcard to po
tentially make or break your college ca
reer.
A roommate is directly related to a
student’s overall mental well-being. We
know this because any college student
who goes home for Christmas break, the
first question the relatives ask is “how’s
the roommate?”
Let me set the scene. You are a
soon-to-be freshman. It’s the begiiming
of August and you have a slew of ex
cited jitters inside you. With having just
completed the roommate placement test
you are anxiously awaiting your suit
able match. The ideal is a person you can
walk through the next four years with,
and be eternally at piece.
Anyway, you get the person’s name
and the immediate reaction is to Facebook stalk. This is the generation we live
in. You judge people’s first appearances
online and then you tweet about your
findings. Nevertheless with the name of
your new roommate, you log onto your
good ole’ Zuckerburg account and have
a look-see.
My fireshman roommate and I were
discussing this whole process not too
long ago. Her profile picture at that
paiftying with a bucket over
her head and mine was me rock climb
ing with some fiiends. Her response,
“Damn, I got the earthy crunchy girl.”
My response, “Damn, I got Snooki, the
life of the party.” We could not have
been more different. Still, we got along
famously.
The key to having a good room
mate is to be a good roommate. I am a
big believer in the whole reciprocal re
lationship concept. It goes a long way.
Sometimes roommate situations are out
of our control.
Everyone remembers the big movein day freshman year. Mine was unfor
gettable. I walk into my room and all I
can see is black and pink fuzzy things
everywhere. It was jarring. I had never
seen so much zebra print in my entire
life. Thankfully, I got past the zebra bed
sheets and made a friend out of my fresh
man year roommate.
For the past two years my room
mate has been one of my best friends
here. We are alike while at the same time
being very different.
On paper, we weren’t perfect
matches; we didn’t get paired together
our freshman year. We fight like sisters,
have completely different schedules, dif
ferent interests etc. With all of that aside,
we are great roommates. You must look
beyond commonalties in people and
learn that you don’t have to be exactly
like a person to be there best fiiend. It’s
plenty more interesting if you have dif
ferences.
In dealing with roommates, be
open to change, be open to new people. •
College is about meeting a variety of
people—^people you never thought you
would become close with. It is also
about finding peers you mesh well with
and who respect the essence of whc^ou
are. I have met an eclectic group of peo
ple here at Scared Heart and for that I am
very blessed.

Editorials
Reading between the lines; the power of rhetoric
IeS

With the presielection
T-J-.
around the comer,
Chief Copy Editor
.
^H^H^Bopimons and views
have never been
more polarized. Two completely different viewpoints;
two completely different ways to ran a country.
How can we, as part of the youth voter’s demo
graphic, make an informed and well-adjusted decision as
to who to vote for based on speeches and actions?
Well, we can listen to what our fearless leaders and
candidates have to say. But what they say is not always
the best route, especially when the power of rhetoric can
be detrimental to the decision making process.
There are three different forms of rhetoric: logos, or
logic, pathos, or emotions, and ethos, or credibility of the
speaker.
Rhetoric is used to persuade. By carefully selecting
words and tone, speakers can create any reaction they
desire.
Riots can be started by chanting mantras appealing
to a crowd’s pathos while prep rallies on campus’ use the
same method to make students psyched. Church sermons
given by pastors appeal to ethos. Presidential candidate’s
speeches appeal to logos, with a sprinkle of pathos and
ethos.
A few weeks ago, the liberal news magazine “Moth
er Jones” released a video of the 2012 republican presi
dential candidate discussing certain opinions with a pri
vate group. Once the video was leaked, Mitt Ronmey
was scrutinized as many of his remarks were considered
callous or factually inaccurate, including his now infa
mous “47 percent” statement.

But is that the real issue?
When Romney spoke at a private fundraiser in Flor
ida back in May, he was not speaking to the country; he
was speaking to his donors. Romney selectively shared
information with a specific group, indicating their inter
est as primarily their own and not the country as a whole.
Romney was not formally addressing changes he
planned on making to the country or about how to make
the poor wealthy or the wealthy poor. He was going to
appeal to this specific audience; to their logos and ethos.
Obviously, this particular group respects his opin
ions and stance concerning politics, otherwise they
would not be donors. All they needed was confirmation
that their money was going where they wanted. Romney
did not fail in this aspect.
When discussing the 47 percent, Romney did not
need to divulge in facts regarding who the high statistic
number consisted of—including elderly or citizens who
make less than $20k a year— as the donors trusted him
enough to accept his statement (ethos).
To seal the deal, Romney said phrases like “non
taxpayers” and “dependent on the government” and
“victims” to appeal to this group’s logic (logos). Had
he known he was being recorded and it would be leaked
to the entire country months later, chances are Romney
would have chosen different words to make his point.
Rhetoric is powerful tool. It is important to remem
ber that your words can have more meaning than you in
tend.
It is not just recently that rhetoric has been used as a
means of persuasion.
Throughout history, people have used rhetoric to
gamer whatever reactions and support they wanted, es

Sam Malachowski

pecially in mass crowds. Edward Bemays, grandson of
Sigmund Freud and credited as “the father of public rela
tions” used rhetoric to create propaganda and sway opin
ions concerning issues like voting, smoking cigarettes,
and brand name importance in the 1920’s. Bemay’s in
fluence in culture still resonates in today’s society.
Of course, rhetoric does not always have to be nega
tive or reserved only for the uninformed.
In Michael Lewis’ profile of the President of the
United States in the Oct. 2012 issue of Vanity Fair mag
azine, Lewis explains “...every now and then it seems
to occur to [President Obama] how something would
sound, if repeated out of context and then handed as a
weapon to people who wish him ill.”
Whether you are the President of a country or a stu
dent at Sacred Heart University, it is important to recog
nize the weight your words can carry.
Maybe the real question is: Is there an appropriate
way to convince others that your opinion is “right” or
“better” than the next? Is it appropriate at all?
In life, people will try to persuade you and there’s a
chance you might not realize it. It is vital to differentiate
explainations from exaggerations and facts from fabrica
tion in order to make well-informed decisions.
And, at the end of the day, words need to be vali
dated by the truth of actions. The more someone uses
their words as a tool of manipulation, the less credibility
he or she has.
Even with this editorial, I am (trying) to appeal to
your logos to look past words either in text or out of an
authoritative mouth.
Sometimes, you have to read between the lines and
actively leam instead of passively listen.
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The editorial page is an open forum. Editorials are the opinions of the individual editors
and do not represent the opinions of the whole editorial board. Letters to the editor are
encouraged and are due by Sunday at noon for consideration for each Wednesday’s issue.
All submissions are subject to editing for spelling, punctuation, and length.
Letters to the editor should not exceed 400 words and should be e-mailed to spectrum®
sacredheart.edu. The Spectrum does not assume copyright for any published material.
We are not responsible for the opinions of the writers voiced in this forum.

Vinny Ramaglia of the SHU Band salutes the crowd during halftime of the Homecoming foot
ball game.
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Invisible Children shock Sacred Heart

Taylor Lane
Asst Features Editor
Gasps were heard throughout the rows
of Sacred Heart students in the University
Commons last Tuesday night. On Sept.
25, Sacred Heart hosted a colloquium talk
from the Invisible Children organization
and a viewing of their documentary “The
Rescue”. Even though Invisible Children
has visited Sacred Heart many times in the
past, students were still shocked by the col
loquium talk. The documentary gave a lot
of history, vivid images, and personal ex-

ences of the conflict. Invisible Children is
a non-profit organization that raises aware
ness and implements programs to help the
region of Africa affected by the LRA con
flict. Sacred Heart tudents were visibly af
fected by the video and talk.
“The video made me feel uncomfc"*
able and upset that all this stuff is happen
ing to these poor kinds,” said freshman
Kathryn Brust.
The Lord’s Resistance Army, or the
LRA, is led by Joseph Kony, a leader who
claims to have spiritual powers over his
people. For over 20 years Kony fn|| %

LRA have been building an army by ab
ducting children and forcing them to serve.
One student asked Sammi Cassin, a
regional representative for Invisible Chil
dren, what is being done to arrest Kony,
disperse the LRA, and stop them from ab
ducting and killing more children. Cassin
informed the audience that the soldiers are
held under extreme duress and escaping
the army to return home would most likely
result in death. The plan is based on peace
talks and eventually agreements to end the
conflict.
The experience was eye opening for
many students.
“The colloqiuum opened my eyes
because I heard about “KONY 2012” but
didn’t know much about it. I was shocked
that little kids as young as 12 were holding
guns and killing people because I thought
of my childhood and how free spirited I
was - - constantly playing,” said freshman
Linsey DeDomenico.
At the end of the documentary, a
Ugandan man named Richard Ochaka told
his story. Ochaka is now a mentor for chil
dren who are trying to heal after being af
fected by the LRA. His main objective is to
raise money for the children to get a proper
education.
“You can’t get back what they had sto
len from you, but they can never take your
education,” said Ochaka.
Cassin knows that Ochaka’s personal
testimony has a big impact on listeners.
“His friends have been abducted, he
has worked with children who have just

ducted for years, and he’s seen the effects
of that,” said Cassin.
The Invisible Children talks are the
most vital part of their task. The group of
volunteers call themselves Roadies and
travel around the country to raise money
and awareness. They have 20 teams of
Roadies around the country giving about
70 screenings per semester. They are in
all 50 states this year, plus Canada, Puerto
Rico, and Mexico.
DeDomenico thinks students could
also have an impact on the situation.
“I think Sacred Heart could make a
difference by starting a club and fundrais
ing,” she said.
There is a way that Sacred Heart stu
dents can get involved with Invisible Chil
dren; Move D.C. on Nov. 17,2012, Cassin
said.
“Move D.C. is an incredible chance
to attend lobbying meetings with senators,
face to face with your own representatives.
Also, to advocate and demonstrate in a re
ally peaceful, wonderful way,” said Cassin.
Sacred Heart students are looking into
taking this trip.
“I would definitely like to take the trip
to D.C .’’freshman Courtney Ruvolo said.
Cassin gave ideas on how to make the
trip to D.C. possible.
She said, “It’s very easy to get there,
especially this school. You can take a bus,
you can drive with friends, you guys can
get your school to fundraise for a bus to go.
The whole weekend is free, all you have to
do it get there.”
imwiiiiiiiiriiiri iT
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Red’s Raises the bar
for campus
Students react to the new social venue on campus
Stephanie Feeney
Features Editor
The Sacred Heart University campus has seen many renovations and improve
ments since the last school year. One renovation that seems to be peeking the interest of
the upperclassmen is Red’s.
Red’s, which replaced the Outpost Pub, is located in the basement of the Linda E.
McMahon Commons. The grand opening for this new campus establishment was on
Aug 27th.
“Opening night we were full to capacity. Everyone seemed to enjoy themselves
and had a good time with their friends. I was completely shocked about the turnout.
As a staff member, I think we dealt well with the crowd, especially for it being out first
night working at Red’s.” said junior and staff member Nancy Demartino.
Since opening night, business has settled down to a more manageable crowd. With
a full diimer menu catered by Chartwells, Red’s is continuing to attract students when
afternoon and night classes let out.
“It’s nice to have a safe place on campus to have a couple drinks and watch some
sports after class.” said senior Marcel Subey.
NFL football is broadcasted on the plasma screens both Monday and Thursday
nights as well as Sunday afternoons during the season.
Other programs during the week include karaoke night on Tuesdays and trivia on
Wednesdays.
“Karaoke night is a good event and has a lot of potential. It still needs a better
music selection and participation though,” said graduate student Chin Nnodum.
Trivia night is beginning to attract students as well.
“I think that people are starting to quickly realize that trivia night is a weekly
event. More and more groups of students and faulty are coming in. A lot of teams take
it very seriously, and they all want to win the prizes, said Demartino.
Along with the new equipment used for the programs. Red’s itself features state
of the art equipment. The area behind the bar includes increased space refrigeration of
the over 50 bottled beer choices, touch screen cash registers, and six taps available for
different craft beers.
Bottled beers are now $3 each, draft beer range from $2-$3 dollars, and wines that
range from $3-$7.
Security has increased as well. To ensure that all patrons entering are 21 years

old, the staff is equipped with a digital license scanner. This scanner identifies fake,
expired, and shared licenses.
With this past weekend being Homecoming, it was the first chance for many of the
Sacred Heart Alumni to see and experience Red’s.
“I was so happy to be a part of Alumni Weekend at Red’s. I was blown away, ev
erything from the wall mural to the student staff. I thought it was a fun and comfortable
atmosphere. It’s right in the center of campus so Red’s is the perfect spot for students to
grab food and drinks with friends after classes,” said alumni Sherry Lazazzero.
Lazazzero was also a past manager of the Outpost Pub in 2009-2010.
“Being a past pub manager, I’m proud to see where SHU has taken the pub life
style and providing students with a safe alternative to local bars.” said Lazzezaro.
Red’s is open Monday through Thursday 5pm-12am, Friday 5pm-9pm, Saturdays
for home football games, and Sunday.s 3pm-8pm.
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Fine food, fine price
A&S Italian Fine Foods caters to what customers want

Justin Britton
Contributing Writer
A&S Italian Fine Foods, located at 2079 Blackrock Turnpike, Fairfield,
Conn, is a deli, specialty grocery store, and catering service.
Opening their doors each day at 9 a.m. aside from Monday when they
remain closed, customers are greeted with a wide variety of New York style
stuffed breads, specialty cold cuts, and handmade desserts like cannoli and
cookies.
A&S owner Carmine Battimelli had already become heavily involved
in the food business by the time he was fifteen years old. His work started in
Brooklyn as a delivery boy and with time, he worked his way up the ranks to
owning his own restaurant in Stratford, Conn.
His Stratford store, which originally started off as a traditional Italian
pork store, has now transformed to encompass an extensive butcher shop and
specialty grocery store.
Battmielli’s business expanded even further with the opening of his
Fairfield location in 1993. This restaurant continues to have success with its
customers for their poultry selections, handmade pastas and sauces, and wide
variety of lunch specials.
A&S has over 50 different sandwich combinations that customers can
order and are featured on either rolls or heros. Prices for these sandwich
specials vary; more traditional combinations like the BLT ranges from $3.95$5.25. Specialty sandwiches like the Penfield II which includes a grilled
chicken cutlet, fresh mozzarella, broccoli rabe, and roasted red peppers ranges
from $6.50-$8.95.
For the health concious, salads are aL; available and range in price from
$3.50-$7.99.
In terms of catering options, A&S offers an extensive selection of food
and quanities for small groups or large parties. Catering options include hot
appetizers like baby back ribs, cold appetizers like antipasto platters, and
!
complete entrees. Depending on the portion sizes and food choices, catering
prices range from $28.95-$62.95.
A&S has been recognized by many different publications for their com
mitment to quality products
one of the “Fairfield Top 50” by Fairfield Magazine and also voted “Best
Sandwich & Prepared Meals” by Fairfield County Weekly.
Battmielli and his staff are also accomidating to Sacred Heart students,
by accepting the SHU card as a form of payment.
The Sacred Heart Blackrock shuttle also runs to and from the Blackrock
Turnpike many times a day, for those students who want to give A&S a try.
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Father Jerry sits and talks with students before mass.

Lauren Rodrigues
Staff Reporter

pus and in the University Chapel,but he can
also be seen at student activities year round.
Some of his interests include Division I
Father Jerry Ryle, director of cam sports, club sports, and projects that involve
pus ministry, shows his passion for Sacred the students with the ministry.
Father Jerry shows school spirit by at
Heart by supporting student groups on cam
pus. Within Campus Ministry, Father Jerry tending Sacred Heart sporting events.
“I am an avid fan of the women’s bas
has a multitude of aspirations for student
ketball team, I am more than excited to
involvement.
“I aspire to develop more of a pure watch the ladies this season,” said Father
ministry, continuing with two evenings for Jerry.
He even follows the success of indi
faith sharing around gospel of the following
vidual
athletes.
Sunday. I hope to develop fellowship night
“I
also look forward to following grad
once a week with music reflections. In do
uate
Callon
Taylor’s basketball,” he said.
ing this I hope to achieve further spiritual
Father
Jerry shows an interest in the
development with students on campus,”
Sacred
Heart
rugby team as well.
said Father Jerry.
“I
also
look
forward to attending rugby
His primary concern and focus is get
game
this
season,
especially excited to see
ting more Sacred Heart students to attend
leader
Mike
Guardino.
I admire the heart
mass and have the opportunity to be a part
and
brotherhood
that’s
displayed
on the
of scripture studies. The Sacred Heart Min■iatiy'even -ha8na^Twitte*.«nd Faoeboek.a<>-'-~-fi£ld,”-&aid Father Jerry.
Father Jerry is fully invested and de
count for students.
The students have many opportunities voted to the development of Sacred Heart
to participate in the ministry. Mass is held University.
“I love being a part of people’s lives,”
every day except Friday and Saturday while
said Father Jerry.
classes are in session. Students see Father
Jerry on a daily basis working around cam

SACRED HEART UNIVERSITY
SPORTS MEDICINE &
REHABILITATION CENTERS
a division of Integrated Rehabilitation Services, LLC
A Center for Excellence in Rehabilitation

The Sacred Heart University Sports Medicine &
Rehabilitation Centers would like to welcome the
Class of 20161!
We participate with most major insurance companies and offer competitive cash rates
For scheduling or additional information, please contact us Monday-Friday at

1(203) 396-8181
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Arts & Entertammera
Gangnam Style: Asian sensation
South Korean Rapper PSYs Gangnam Style takes over the music world

Kathleen Perzanowski
Staff Reporter
The phenomenon video, “Gangnam Style” by
South Korean rap sensation PSY has made YouTube,
com history. The video received over 250 million “likes”
since its upload on July 15, making it the most “liked”
video in the website’s history.
“I had no idea what was going on, but I loved it,”
said junior, Greg Benson, after watching “Gangnam
Style” for the first time.
The signature horse trot dance from the video can
be spotted all over world.

“I think people are so attracted to it because it’s
just so [different],” said Benson. “It’s in an unfamiliar
language, so we get to know it just from the sounds and
the images, and they are pretty insane.”
Park Je-Sang, or PSY, has been around for over
a decade and has finally reached an audience outside
of South Korea. In an interview with “National Public
Radio,” the 34 year-old rapper says that he was not
expecting his video to be as popular as it has become.
PSY uploaded his video to YouTube.com, and the
video took off. With over 250 million views, he is still
surprised by its success.
“My friend was talking about it and I just wanted
to see it,” said freshman, Daniel Tozzi. “It reminded me
of Chow from [the movie] ‘The Hangover.’ It was just
awesome, more videos should be like it.”
PSY appeared on this year’s MTV’s Video Music
Awards and made a guest appearance on NBC’s season
premier episode of “Saturday Night Live.” An entire
skit was created around the effect it has had on its
American fans.
“A little taste of this and all your worries disap
pear,” said Seth MacFarlane’s character in the skit as
he pushed a button that triggered a real life version of
PSY’s music video.
But what exactly is “Gangnam” or “Gangnam
Style?”
Gangnam is a district of Seoul, South Korea, with
trendy boutiques, clubs, and a large number of plastic
surgery clinics. It is home to many of Korea’s wealthiest
citizens.
In an Associated Press article, Kim 2^kka, a Seoulbased pop music critic said, “Gangnam residents are
South Korea’s upper class, but South Koreans consider
them self-interested, with no sense of noblesse oblige.”
PSY grew up near Gangnam, but apparently is

nothing like the physical description of the residents of
Gangnam.
“PSY looks like a country bumpkin. He’s a far cry
from the so-called ‘Gangnam Style’... He’s parodying
himself,” said Baak Eun-seok, a pop music critic, in an
interview with The Associated Press.
The video opens with the rapper lying on a beach
chair, wearing shorts and a button down, in the middle of
a playground with a child dancing next to him. It then
cuts to PSY walking down the aisle of a horse stable
dressed up in a suit, where we see for the first time the
signature horse trot dance.
He dresses stylishly; however, he is seen partying
with elderly people on a bus instead of a trendy club
with the slim, self-obsessed citizens categorized with
Gangnam.
The repeated line ‘Oppan Gangnam Style,’ trans
lates roughly to, “I live a Gangnam Style.” Yet, PSY is
visually representing the opposite, and shows the aver
age, non-Gangnam way of life.
PSY said in an interview with ABC news, “Gang
nam means, it’s like Beverly Hills of Korea. But the
guy doesn’t look like Beverly Hills. Dance doesn’t look
like Beverly Hills. ...And the situation in music video
doesn’t look like Beverly Hills. But he keeps saying,
‘I’m Beverly Hills style.’ So that’s the point. It’s sort of a
twist.”
He recently signed a deal with Scooter Braun,
music manager who also oversee’s Justin Bieber. PSY
said he hopes to create history, with him being the first
Korean artist to have a big record in the United States.
With his country and its history in mind, PSY
would like his music lyrics to continue to be in Korean.
“I personally like Korean music and I feel that a lot
of people will also like it,” said sophomore Abigail Farllace. “I think it will be really popular.”

Jeff Gets Reel
‘Trouble with the Curve
contract and with the new technol
ogy that is being created for scout
ing, the Braves question his ability.
This scouting trip may be his
? last and not only forces Gus to
make the right call but the Atlanta
Braves as well.
It has been awhile since we
AP Photo have seen Clint Eastwood in
theaters 5ince the award winning
I Jeff Daley ^
“Gran Torino,” and I thought he did
{Assistant Editor
another A-plus performance.
His grulf old man character
This father-daughter drama,
replicates
that of his character from
Idirected by Robert Lorenz stars
“Gran
Torino,”
Walt Kowalski the
IClint Eastwood as one of the greattype of character Clint has down
jest baseball scouts of all time, Gus
pat.
iLobel.
The performances that Adams
Gus is an old, stubborn scout
and Eastwood provided are award
jfor the Atlanta Braves that is batworthy but other than that I’m not
jtling with his old age.
sure if it could win anything else.
Gus lives in denial and doesn’t
I thought it was pretty predict
jwant his friend Pete Klein (John
able
at certain points. The theme
jGoodman) or his daughter Mickey
was easily displayed like in all
|(Amy Adams) to know about his
Eastwood films these days.
{failing eyesight.
Forgiveness and reconciliation
Mickey is a lawyer trying to obtend to be the main theme in this
jtain an important partnership with
film and it is flawlessly performed.
|the law firm she works at.
It brings together romance,
However, Gus’s behavior forces
sports, and an estranged father{her to take a few days off and join
{him on a scouting trip to the Caroli- daughter relationship.
The movie contains many
Inas.
elements
that attract all audiences
His relationship with his daugh
young
and
old.
ter is distant and since she is with
Ihim, she takes advantage of the situ|ation to reconcile with him.
There is 3 months left on Gus’s
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Emmy Awards still strong in the ratings
Host Jimmy Kimmel hosts a night ofsurprises and disappointments

Kaitlyn Kreitzman
Contributing Writer
From the TV screen to the red carpet, primetime
television actors and actresses filled the Nokia Theater
in Lx)s Angeles for the 64th annual Primetime Emmy
Awards Sunday, Sept. 23.
Comedian and actor, Jimmy Kimmel hosted this
years Emmys and worked the crowd with his stage pres
ences and sense of humor.
“Tonight, you’ll be asked to perform your most
challenging role yet, that of an actor who’s happy for the
success of another actor,” said Kimmel during the open
ing act.
Kimmel, who hosts his own successful late night
show “Jimmy Kimmel Live” on ABC, added hilarity and
pranks to this years show.
The new drama series “Homeland” won four Emmys
this year, including “Most Outstanding Drama Series,”
causing one of the biggest upsets at the Emmys.
“I really thought that ‘Breaking Bad’ was going to
win, I honestly haven’t even heard of Homeland,” said
senior Peter Mormino.
“Homeland” also won “Best Actor,” for Damian
Lewis’ performance and “Best Actress,” for Claire Danes

performance. Homeland’s triumph in this category had
proved that it was the most watched drama series today;
an instant success.
“Modem Family,” which debuted in 2009, won four
awards this year including “Most Outstanding Comedy
Series” for the third consecutive year.
“I’m a huge fan of both ‘Modem Family’ and ‘Girls’
but was really rooting for Girls to take the Emmy home,”
said Professor Juliana Brittis, of the Media Studies De
partment.
The brand new comedy-drama, “Girls,” features a
group of twenty-something girls finding their way in New
York City.
totally different than any other show out there
and I was really hoping it would win,” said Brittis.
Also from “Modem Family,” Eric Stonestreet won
“Best Supporting Comedy Actor,” and Julie Bowen won
“Best Supporting Comedy Actress.”
“1 watch ‘Modem Family’ every week,” said fresh
man Kara Levine. “I was not siuprised that they won
because it is a very fimny show.”
“Modem Family” and “Homeland” were the two
most successful winners of the night.
In the reality department, the show “Undercover
Boss” won “Most Outstanding Reality Program.”
The show features bosses from big named compa

nies disguising themselves as an employee at their own
company in order to reveal issues within their business.
“I love the show ‘Undercover boss,”’ said freshman
Keeva O’Brian. “It’s good for bosses to get an [inside
look] at what their companies are really like. I’m glad
they won!”
“The Amazing Race” won this year’s “Most Out
standing Reality Competition Program.” Taking over the
category since it first aired in 2003, this was the show’s
ninth win in this category.
Another shock came when Jon Cryer of “Two and
Half Men” took “Best Comedy Actor” over Jim Parsons
of T”he Big Bang Theory,” who had previously won two
awards.
“Two and Half Men hasn’t been as good since Char
lie Sheen left,” said freshman Katie Direnzo. “Big Bang
Theory is a way better show and should have won.”
Despite some of the upsets of the night, according to
The Washington Post, this years Emmy Awards had 13.2
million viewers, 800,000 more than last years.
“Tonight is the night we honor the one thing in
Hollywood we love more than anything else; ourselves.
That’s how the Emmys form their names. M, E, me” said
Kimmel.
This article was contributed by
Arts & Entertaimnent Editor Johanna Ovsenek

Unique classes offered at SHU
Sacred Heart students enjoy classes that spark their interest
Laura Hardt
Assistant Editor
Sacred Heart University freshmen students ate
now offered exclusive classes. These Freshmen Semi
nar courses are centered around unique topics involving
fields like english or math.
“I wouldn’t be surprised if upperclassmen are jeal
ous of this year’s freshmen,” said Professor Joseph Nagy
of Sacred Heart University’s brand new First Year Semi
nar courses.
The scope and range of topics that are covered in
these courses are said to be impressive. Although they are
English classes combining elements of academic writing,
effective speaking, and information literacy, they repre
sent a large number of ideas from many disciplines.
Dean Seamus Carey initiated an overhaul of the
Foundational Core for the start of the 2012-2013 academ
ic year.
According to Professor Gary Rose, who heads a
committee for developing these classes. Dean Carey
felt that the school had the potential to teach students
these essential skills through a more diverse selection of
classes.

Faculty members from a wide array of disciplines
were recruited to teach these courses and each professor
is teaching to his or her strengths and passions.
Many of the classes look at literature from fresh and
unique points of view.
Professor Nagy’s seminar “Kiss Kiss Bang Bang”
is one of these unique courses. The class considers crime
fiction, focusing on the writings of Sir Arthur Conan
Doyle, Dashiell Hammett, and Steig Larsson.
Freshman Dayna DiMartino, who is currently taking
Nagy’s seminar, said that she finds the subject matter fas
cinating, and feels lucky to have the chance to take such
an imusual class.
“Not everyone knows what they want to do after
freshman year,” she said. “And [these classes] give them
a chance to explore different, interesting subjects.”
Other classes look at interesting and unusual aspects
of science and math. Inspired by the film “Moneyball,”
Professor Andrew Lazowski’s seminar, “The Ultimate
Sports Enthusiast: A Math Student” looks at a variety of
athletics and investigates how mathematics can be ap
plied to answer intriguing questions that sports fans often
ask.
However, the opportunity to be enrolled in an un

usual course is not entirely limited to the freshman class.
Every so often. Sacred Heart offers unique courses to the
entire student body.
Last spring. Dr. Sara Ross of the Communications
Department, conducted a short class about the presence
of vampires in popular culture.
“I thought it would be interesting for students to
bring a critical perspective to popular films and shows
such as ‘True Blood,’ as well as older vampire texts,
to see which elements of the story are enduring, which
change with the times, and to consider why that might be
the case,” said Ross.
Many upperclassmen said that the unique courses
that are offered to freshman would have been a great way
to begin their four years at Sacred Heart.
“It’s good to have a broad education and know more
about a variety of topics rather than the same ideas we’ve
been taught all through school,” said Junior Lindsay Ken
yon.
Senior Anna Kadlof also wishes she could have
taken these classes in her freshman year, too.
“I would have liked to have these courses offered to
me, even if I ended up not taking them,” said Kadlof. “I
feel like they make Sacred Heart more appealing.”
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Cross Country

Women’s Soccer

The women’s soccer ieam suffered two losses in NEC home games this weekend.
The weather played a key role in their 1-0 loss to Wagner on Friday night. In the pouring The men and women s cross country teams were off this week. They return
rain, the Pioneers outshot Wagner 29-5, but were unable to pul! out a win.
to action on Octobci 7 at The 100th Annual New England Championship
On Sunday, the Pioneers fought hard against Saint Francis (Pa.), but fell short, 1-0, in
double overtime. The Pioneers also outshot Saint Francis, 23-12, with 14 shots on goal,
but lost again.
The Pioneers are now 4-7 for the season and 1-2 in the NEC.

m Westfield, M.A.

Women's volleyball spKts weekend 1 -1
Amanda Sialiano

The following day. Sacred Heart took on the
Fairleigh Dickinson Knights and fell, 3 -1.
Errors,by the Pioneers cost them the match. Evot in
defeat. Sabred Heart out-killed the Knights by 11.
The Sacred Heart University women’s volleyball ‘
Leading the match for the Pioneers was Ovsenek
team snagged their second win in Northeast Conference
with 18 kills and Young with 13 kills. Sage led the team
play on Saturday, with a 3-1 victory over Bryant.
with a .421 hitting percentage.
Five Pioneers were able to reach 11 or more kills.
Sacred Heart started the game off strong, tying the
Sophomore Alissa Young lead the team with 17 kills,
score four times; at five, seven, eight and 13. With the
senior Johanna Ovsenek had 15 kills and a .536 hitting
Knights executing offensively and Sacred Heart commit
percentage, freshman Karly Shockey added 13 kills, and
ting service errors, Farleigh Dickinson claimed the first
freshman Allison Riggs and senior Elise Sage chipped in
set 25-19.
11 kills each for the match.
“We have full control of the game,” said Sage.
The Pioneers began the first set trailing the
“That’s our biggest thing right now; we can’t be missing
Bulldog’s 5-1. Sacred Heart failed to catch up and lost
serves, especially at the end of games.”
the set 25-19. In the loss, Riggs lead the team with 5
In the second set, the Pioneers grabbed the first
kills in the set. This would be the only loss that the
three points. However, the Knights took charge and .
Pioneers would suffer on the day, as they went on to win
claimed the lead, causing Sacred Heart to take a timeout
the next three sets.
at 15-10.
■ ; , Sacred Heirt picked^ their jmomentum in the7/
The score was tied four more times, but the
sfecpnd Sets starling-with Youn^'j^uf-.pdmt s^ice run' '•
that pushed-the Pibn^r.lead to 4;2.*rhe combination •:
Pioneers could not break through and obtain a lead, los
ing the set 25-22.
of strong kjlls^d service nfSs epaWe^ Sacred Hoart to
“Offensively both Johanna [Ovsenek] and Elise
take the set 25-16. ‘
. -.f ' ,i-. U
U
[Sage] were physically much better than the opponents.
Sage led the set with three kill^on four attempts^
So, they’re able to generate an awful lot because they’re
The Pioneers had a total of.22 kills fpr the set, the most
physically more talented,” said Machan. “But, we had
of any set in the match,
<
such indecisiveness on our team. There were so many
In the third set, both teams foughtyto take charge,
times that the ball just was not being taJken care of prop-,
tying the set at eight. Senior Megas Pulone was able to
put the Pioneers in front with a six-dt^rft serving streak, „ erly, and because of tot, we^;*)

Assistant Sports Editor •

lii; !hd iiau lb la-a. 'iiiiluWB'ngioi
for the Pioneers, as they took the„set, 25-18.

Starting off the fourth set with a four-point service
run by sophomore Alisa Mesa, the Pioneers gave them
selves a lead that they would retain for the rest of the set.
Two Sacred Heart seniors. Sage and Ovsenek, lead the
team with a .600 and a .556 hitting percentage, respec
tively. That allowed the Pioneers to claim the set, 25-20,
and the match, 3-1.
“We actually played, I thought, pretty well on
Saturday,’’ said Sacred Heart head coach Rob Machan.
“We were comfortable and we did some nice things.”

dropped the set 25-21.
“The biggest difference from Saturday is that, on
Sunday, we didn’t control the game on our side, and, on
Saturday, we had full control,” said Ovsenek. “We con
trolled the way the game was going to go.”
Despite a tough loss. Sacred Heart is able to learn
from their mistakes.
“We were second guessing ourselves on Sunday,”
said Sage. “We were making a lot of Jittery movements.
We know what we’re supposed to do, we know what our
jobs are and we didn’t do that.”
Machan seconds Sage’s thoughts about the loss to
Fairleigh Dickinson.
“I think on Sunday, the discomfort was just so
intense and we just never got better, even when the
opponent was trying to give us points,” said Machan.
“We didn’t want to accept them, so it. made it very dif
ficult for us.”
The Pioneers are now 2-2 in the Northeast
Conference and hold a 4-14 overall record.
Sacred Heart is back in action tonight at the Pitt
Center against in-state rival Central Connecticut State at
7 p,m.
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claiming their only set of the match, 25-23.
Sacred Heart started off hot, establishing a comfort
able lead.
With a 14-4 advantage, the Pioneers failed to con
sistently deliver points and the gap slowly diminished,
with Farleigh Dickinson tying the game at 21.
Luckily for Sacred Heart, they were able to push to
the end and claim the set.
The fourth set was an ongoing battle with the score
tied 11 times. The Pioneers were not able to diminish
their amount of service errors and offensive errors, and
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Sophomore Alisa Mesa sets up for a spike.

Television highlights Homecoming weekend
Roger H^is IJI ,

..

Staff Reporter
Campus Field was packed with students, parents,
alumni, and fans as everyone eagerly anticipated the
highlight of Sacred Heart University’s Homecoming
Weekend-the football game between the Sacred Heart
Pioneers and the Central Connecticut State Blue Devils
on Saturday.
’ -

^ cool to watch Sacred Heart on the big screen,” said
Linares.
'
Junior Anthony Avery agreed with his fellow class
mates. •
2
“I iMVe been here three years and it’s cool to see the
team win oh Homecoming Weekend, especially on TV,’^
said Avery.
Although there was an option this year, sophomore
Neesa Eugene would not trade watching it up close for
the big screen.

“Historically, it’s been an exciting rivalry to watch,”
said Director of Athletic Communications Bill Peterson.
“You could feel the school’s spirit through the
I For the first time, the Homecoming football game
crowd and activities,” said Eugene.
was televised, able to be seen on Fox College Sports,
Still, others had different perspectives, even from'
the field.
Cox, and ESPN3. In past years, fans could not watch
the Homecoming game on cable television. Now, fam
“It feels cool to be on TV and get more exposure
ily members and fans can get a glimpse of their Sacred
to other fans outside of school,” said r-sophomore wide'
Heart Pioneers from their homes.
receiver Rickey Moore, Jr. “I wish all of our games were
■ televised.”
Juniors Michael Mitchell and Kyle Linares could
not attend the game, but watched it on ESPN3.
The Pioneers did not disapjxtint their home crowd,
“I didn’t want to go home Homecoming Weekend,
topping the Blue Devils in a 34^21 victory. In the crowd
but at least I got to watch the game and see my school
there stood a group of students with red paint across their
chests. Together they spelled out “Go! Shu!”
win. I still wish I was there, though,” said Mitchell.
Other amepities made the game an enjoyable experi
ence for Linares.
U
^,“1 taiow last year the game wasn’t pp TV so It was

the Pioneers rolling against the Blue Devils. The dance
team showed their moves, proving why they can be
national contenders. The band, accompanied by a color
guard, also gave an enjoyable performance. There was
even a special ceremony where the women’s basketball
team received their championship rings for winning the
Northeast Conference last season.
Former varsity athletes came to cheer on their old
team at the Tent Event, where there was food, drinks,
and fellow graduates. For the little Pioneer fans, there
were bouncy inflatables, face paint, and other arts and
crafts under the tent.
“Its good to be at Sacred Heart and to support the
school,” said graduate Nicole Stevens.
In addition to the football game, alumni had the
chance to enjoy other events this weekend.
On Friday, there was a lunch and dinner event to
show off the new Linda E. McMahon Commons.
Before the game, there was a presidential election
lecture given by Dr. Gary Rose to inform voters about
the candidates and why their vote matters.
To wrap up the eventful weekend, there was an

‘The school spirit was higher this year than last yeaf alumni mass and topr of the Chapel of the Holy Spirit
and it was awesome getting the rest of the crowd into the., lead by Father Jerry Ryle on Sunday.
■ ganve’ ” said junior Brandon Hutchinson.
. ’ .
•^ '•4 The halftime show ^mped.up the crowd, keeping .)
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Men^s soccer begins NEC play
Alana Miller
Assistant Sports Editor
The Sacred Heart University men’s soccer team
opened up their Northeast Conference schedule last week
by splitting their two matches.
On Friday, the Pioneers kicked-off against the
Robert Morris Colonials at Campus Field, winning 1-0
on a late second half goal.
“Personally, I thought it was a great team effort,”
said senior goalkeeper Daniel Nicinski. “From those who
started to those who came off the bench, not one person
gave less than 110-percent and it showed with the shut
out.”
The Pioneers outshot the Colonials 11-4 in the first
half. In the ninth minute of the game, senior defenseman
Alex Danais sent a low shot into the goalie box, trying to
connect with junior defenseman Omer Levy for a header,
but Colomalsenior goalkeeper TobaBolaji made
save.
Levy led the offense with four shots on goal and
scored in the 69th minute of the game. Off an assist from
junior forward Ronaldo \deira. Levy scored from 15
yards out on the left side.
The Pioneers outshot the Colonials 18-12 for the
game. Nicinski made three saves for his second shutout
of the season. He secured the win in the 87th minute
with a huge save. Robert Morris junior forward Luca
Campos tried for a rebound score off a goal shot from
freshman forward Neco Brett, but Nicinski saved both
shots, essentially clinching the Pioneers’ first NEC vic
tory.
“The team was extremely happy to win their first

conference game,” said Sacred Heart head coach Joe
Barroso, “which gave us more confidence for the next
game. We must win our home conference games.”
Sacred Heart’s confidence was immediately tested
on Sunday in a 1-0 loss to the Saint Francis (Pa.) Red
Flash.
Pioneer freshman midfielder Mahmoud Kafel found
a scoring opportunity 15 minutes into the game, but his
shot was too wide.
In the second half, though, the game started to heat
up physically.
Red Flash senior forward Wayne Tiller scored the
game-winning goal off a rebound from freshman forward
Pedro Machado in the 53rd minute of the game.
74 minutes into the game. Pioneer senior forward
Justin Brewer headed a pass from senior defenseman
Marcello Castro, but Saint Francis senior goalkeeper
Daniel Vafcicak marie jquick save.
'----On the next play of the game. Red Flash junior mid
fielder Nick Kolarac shot on goal, but Nicinski was able
to save it. Following the save. Red Flash senior defenseman Tamas Maffey-Stumpe blocked Nicinski’s comer
kick, but Castro was there to defend on the goal line.
As Castro kicked the ball about 35 yards away, a scuffle
broke out between Red Flash senior defenseman James
Price and Brewer.
Both players were given red cards. Price for
“Violent Conduct” and Brewer for “Fighting.”
Even though the Pioneers outshot the Red Flash
12-10 and Nicinski made six saves, they fell short in
their second conference game.
“I thought we outplayed Saint Francis for a majority

of the game,” said Nicinski. “We deserved more.”
The Pioneers are now 1-1 in NEC play and 5-4
overall. Sacred Heart continues NEC competition, travel
ing to Quinnipiac on Friday.
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Junior Ronaldo Vieira dribbles down the field to set
np a goal.

SPOTLKiIlT
Shelby Vaccaro
Staff Reporter

Men's lacrosse
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What New linelanci Division I Conference

What: Womeft'sCollegiatc Iracrosse Division II

Where: Practice at the William H. Pitt Center's turf

Where: Practice at the William H. Pitt Center’s turf field.

field.

When: Practice Monday and Tuesday between 10

When; Practice Monday and WT'dnesday between 10
p.m. to 12 a.m.

Games: Regular season begins in the spring.
Teams in the Division: Yale, Central Connecticut, NYU,
l aiifield and others.
■ Hold no tryouts and no cuts.
3.5 players on the team; looking to add more lhi.s year.
Email head coach Nick Petro |)ctronick7@yahoo.com
for more information.

p.m. to 12 a.m.

(James: Regular season begins in the spring.
Teams in the Division: Yale, Coast Guard. Noitheastern,
Central Connecticut. UMASS, Fairfield and others.
No tryouts and no cuts.
25 players on the team; looking to add more this year.

Email head coach Carissa Hauser Carissa hauserfo vahoo.com for
more infornnition
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All Heart at Homecoming
Pioneers Pick Up First Win
Dan Otzel
Sports Editor
Frustration turned into preparation.
Preparation turned into execution.
And, execution turned into ela
tion on Saturday as the Sacred Heart
University football team defeated Central
Connecticut State University, 34-21, at
Campus Field.
It was a game of firsts for the Sacred
Heart Pioneers.
After a 0-3 (0-1 Northeast
Conference) start. Sacred Heart’s first
home game of the 2012 season resulted in
their first overall win and their first NEC
win of the year. It was also their first
home opening win in four years and the
first time they have defeated the Central
Connecticut State Blue Devils at home
since 2002.
For interim head coach Mark Nofri,
it was his first win as a head coach.
“It feels awesome,” said Nofri. “I’m
really happy for the kids. The first three
games, they played their butts off and
things didn’t turn our way and we came
out on the short end of the stick. This
week, they kept playing and they kept
playing hard.”
Nofri is filling in for Paul Gorham,
-litB'head <

medical leave while courageously battling

the pulmonary fibrosis that took both his
lungs and legs. Nofri’s 19th season roam
ing the Pioneer sidelines makes him the
longest tenured coach in program history
and his players showed their apprecia
tion for the man affectionately known
as “Coach Nof’ by dousing him with
ice cold water in the waning seconds of
Saturday’s victory.
“I’ll take one of those ice cold baths
any day of the week for a win,” said Nofri
of the ceremonious shower. “It was out
standing.”
Although Nofri was happiest for his
players, in the spirit of reciprocity, his
players returned the sentiments.
“I’m extremely happy,” said Sacred
Heart senior captain and outside line
backer Niko Sierra. “He worked very hard
here; he puts in all the hours. I’m ecstatic
for him.”
Sierra put his stamp on the victory
by adding a game-high 13 tackles, as did
r-senior teammate Tyler Foehr, with an
interception and a blocked punt.
Offensively, the star of the game
was Pioneer sophomore running back
Keshaudas Spence. The 230-pound back
from Dorchester, Mass, rumbled his way
to 123 yards on the ground and his first
touchdown of the season.

“We knew we were going to run the
ball today,” said Spence. “My O-linemen
and my fullbacks, they just did an out
standing job. It’s a wonderful thing to get
this win. I’m just glad we got the first one
under our belt. We’re ready to just keep
rolling.”
In front of a near-capacity crowd
of 3,052 and a television audience com
prised of viewers of Fox College Sports,
Cox, and ESPN3; Sacred Heart jumped
out to a 14-0 lead.
In his only kick return of the game.
Pioneer senior Kevin Eckel took the
opening kickoff 49 yards. That set up a
nine-play, 46-yard drive, capped off by a
one-yard touchdown run from junior run
ning back Greg Moore.
Moore, Sacred Heart’s featured back,
rushed a team-high 18 times for 59 yards.
He was 1-2 passing and added a 27-yard
pooch punt.
Pioneer r-sophomore comer, J.D.
Roussel, batted down a fourth down pass
on Central Connecticut State’s first pos
session, and their next drive resulted in a
punt after a 52-yard touchdown pass was
called back for holding.
Five plays later. Sacred Heart
r-junior quarterback Luke Wischnowski
connected with r-senior wide receiver
Rock Tate over the middle for a 15-yard
touchdown pass and the two-score advantage.
Ih,

“It’s always great
to.. .bring it back home
to get the first win in
Homecoming,” said
Spence. “A lot of people
make fun of me because I
tell everybody I do it for
the kids. I feel this sport
is meant to be watched by
the fans and we just got to
give them what they want.
Today, we gave them what
they wanted and that was
a ‘W’.”
The next Sacred Heart
drive started at the Blue
Devil 48-yardline after
r-jimior Chaz Partosan,
who had one of two
Pioneer sacks on the after
noon, recovered a punt
blocked by Sierra.
Sacred Heart marched
the ball downfield, only
to have the drive stall at
the one. R-sophomore
kicker Chris Rogers nailed
a 17-yard field goal as
time expired, giving the
Pioneers a 24-3 halftime
lead.
“Going in at half
time,” said Nofri, “I felt
good about the momentum and what we

theiff '■ "■ ''■were doing?

Tim Little, finished 12-16 on the day for
86 yards with a touchdown and an inter
ception. He was a perfect 10-10 in the
first half.
Tate caught two passes for 19 yards
and a touchdown.
Senior kicker Juan Duque put the
Blue Devils on the board just over two
minutes later with a 27-yard field goal,
but the Pioneers responded on the ensuing
possession with another touchdown for a
21-3 lead.
Following a Central Connecticut
State pass interference on third-and-nine,
Spence found pay dirt with a 34-yard
touchdown ran, immediately motioning to
the loud crowd after the score.
Saturday’s game was the
highlight of Homecoming
Weekend at Sacred
Heart, where alumni
return to cam
pus to celebrate
the institution.
Since 1999, the
Pioneers are
now 10-3 on
Homecoming
Weekend.
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After three pimts to start the third
quarter, Rogers assured that Sacred Heart
would not be shut out in the second half
for a third-straight game when he drilled
a 20-yard field goal, giving his squad a
27-3 advantage.
In each of their last two games.
Sacred Heart went into the half tied at 14,
only to put up a goose egg in the decisive
frame. On Sept. 15 at Colgate, they were
outscored 21-0 in the second half, and
Sept. 22 at Monmouth, 13-0. Rogers, and
later Roussel, safeguarded against that
happening on Saturday.
Central Connecticut
*
State scored the next 12
points as r-freshman
quarterback Nick
SanGiacomo hit
senior wide
receiver Deven
Baker for
touchdown
passes of
15-yards and
24-yards,
respec
tively. The
Pioneers
blocked the first extra
point try and denied
SanGiacomo on
a two-point con
version after the
second touchdown.
Both scores came
off Wischnowski
turnovers, a fum
ble then a pick.
Down by just
twelve, SanGiacomo got
the ball back looking to
move closer with 4:27 on the
clock. On third-and-five, he dropped
back and fired a pass to his right
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side that was
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intercepted by
Roussel and returned for a 34-yard pick
six, giving Sacred Heart an insurmount
able 34-15 lead.
One more Blue Devil touchdown and
failed two-point conversion would cut the
lead to 34-21. A successful onside kick
gave Central Connecticut State the ball
back with imder a minute on the clock,
but Sierra’s interception on the Pioneer
21-yard line, iced the game for Sacred
Heart.
“I think it was just a team effort,”
said Sierra. “Throughout the whole game,
we had energy and we just played well.
We know that we needed to get one [vic
tory], and if we got that one, hopefully,
it would just snowball. If we play a full
game, we can be a very good team.”
The Pioneers held Central
Connecticut State to just 2.2 yards per
carry (103 yards on 46 attempts), while
doubling that number by putting up 4.7
yards per carry with 174 yards in 37
attempts.
“Our defensive line and our offensive
line played great today,” said Nofri. “I’m
a firm believer in those guys up front. I
think that’s where you win.”
The loss drops the Blue Devils to 0-5
and 0-2 in the NEC.
Sacred Heart retimis to action on
Saturday.
Wagner College (2-3,2-1 NEC)
visits Campus Field for a 1 p.m. kick
off. The series is deadlocked at 7-7 and
Wagner won last year in Staten Island,
N.Y., 27-21. The Pioneers are 6-1 at home
against them. The game will be broadcast
on CPTV Sports.
“I really feel good about this team,”
said Spence. “We just got something spe
cial. I think it’s going to keep rolling. I
don’t think, I know it’s going to keep roll
ing. We’re just going to sit on this one a
minute and come back.. .ready to work.”

